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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

The secret words that the savior spoke to Judas Thomas which I, even I, Mathaias, wrote down,
while I was walking, listening to them speak with one another.
The savior said, "Brother Thomas while you have time in the world, listen to me, and I will
reveal to you the things you have pondered in your mind.
"Now, since it has been said that you are my twin and true companion, examine yourself, and
learn who you are, in what way you exist, and how you will come to be. Since you will be called
my brother, it is not fitting that you be ignorant of yourself. And I know that you have
understood, because you had already understood that I am the knowledge of the truth. So while
you accompany me, although you are uncomprehending, you have (in fact) already come to
know, and you will be called 'the one who knows himself'. For he who has not known himself
has known nothing, but he who has known himself has at the same time already achieved
knowledge about the depth of the all. So then, you, my brother Thomas, have beheld what is
obscure to men, that is, what they ignorantly stumble against."
This is as Socratic as it is Hermetic: “Know Thyself” is the ancient axiom. And Jesus here is being entirely
consistent with the Gospel of Philip (with our commentary); wherein we find:
33. The Father creates (a) Son, but it is not possible for the Son himself to create (a) son. For it is
impossible for him who is begotten, himself to beget—but rather, the Son begets for himself Brothers,
not sons.

In the „Book of Thomas the Contender‟1 (not to be confused with the Gospel of Thomas) a similar theme is
extant:
"Now, since it has been said that you are my twin and true companion, examine yourself, and learn who
you are, in what way you exist, and how you will come to be. Since you will be called my brother, it is not
fitting that you be ignorant of yourself. And I know that you have understood, because you had already
understood that I am the knowledge of the truth. So while you accompany me, although you are
uncomprehending, you have (in fact) already come to know, and you will be called 'the one who knows
himself. For he who has not known himself has known nothing, but he who has known himself has at the
same time already achieved knowledge about the depth of the all. So then, you, my brother Thomas, have
beheld what is obscure 20 to men, that is, what they ignorantly stumble against."
The Gospel of Thomas (with our added commentary) echoes this:
3. Yeshua says: If those who lead you say to you: Behold, the Sovereignty is in the sky!, then
the birds of the sky will precede you. If they say to you: It is in the sea!, then the fish {of the
sea} will precede you. But the Sovereignty {of God} is within you and it is without you.
{Whoever recognizes himself shall find it; and when you recognize yourselves} you shall know
that you are the Sons of the Living Father. Yet if you do not recognize yourselves, then you are
impoverished and you are the impoverishment.
The Hermetic Axiom: “Know Thyself.” The flow of energy, the aethyric current goes through the
body and is therefore, both within the body and without it. The body becomes composed of it as the
waves of the current become particles. From this aethyr, the soul is also formed as a denser form of
spirit. And in this, the soul can survive the body; immortality within the space/time continuum. The
spirit is intimately connected to the Pleroma, it can not be affected by soul nor matter and is already
immortal, but impersonal as well; it is a spark of God.
108. Yeshua says: Whoever drinks from my mouth shall become like me. I myself shall become
as he is, and the secrets shall be revealed to him.
This is the formula of the Eucharist, the secret revealed by true intimacy. Ben Hecht speaks well of
this attainment in his tome, A Child of the Century:
“A man‟s desire to hear the intimate cry of another‟s heart never lessens. When he hears it
something more remarkable than peace, honor and solvency appear in his life. He buds again
through love. He comes into a sort of spectacular existence in another‟s need of him. His humanity
fizzes in him because another soul desires him. Love is the magician that pulls him out of his own
hat.”
Cf. verse 70; that that must be brought forth is the rabbit of creation. The pun here is with the
symbol of the rabbit connecting with the creative power of the Universe connected with the divine
secret of human sexuality. The goal is to become fully human; how can we seek to transcend our
humanity when we haven‟t yet attained that, nor do we know what it is to be human?

We can clearly see in all this that though they are giving Jesus the honorific of ‘Saviour’, Jesus is clearly
telling them that they will become just as he is: “one who knows himself.”

Now Thomas said to the lord, "Therefore I beg you to tell me what I ask you before your
ascension, and when I hear from you about the hidden things, then I can speak about them. And
it is obvious to me that the truth is difficult to perform before men."
The above clearly suggests to us that the teachings of this book are post-crucifixion and that the event of
Jesus’ ‘ascension’ is imminent and has been revealed to the Disciples. It is as effective a way of
explaining the disappearance of a man who people claim came back to life after the crucifixion, but was
seen by few. The precedent in Jewish tradition has already been set with Moses disappearance and that
of Enoch.

The savior answered, saying, "If the things that are visible to you are obscure to you, how can
you hear about the things that are not visible? If the deeds of the truth that are visible in the
world are difficult for you to perform, how indeed, then, shall you perform those that pertain to
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the exalted height and to the pleroma which are not visible? And how shall you be called
'laborers'? In this respect you are apprentices, and have not yet received the height of perfection."
Now Thomas answered and said to the savior, "Tell us about these things that you say are not
visible, but are hidden from us."
The savior said, "All bodies [...] the beasts are begotten [...] it is evident like [...] this, too, those
that are above [...] things that are visible, but they are visible in their own root, and it is their fruit
that nourishes them. But these visible bodies survive by devouring creatures similar to them with
the result that the bodies change. Now that which changes will decay and perish, and has no hope
of life from then on, since that body is bestial. So just as the body of the beasts perishes, so also
will these formations perish. Do they not derive from intercourse like that of the beasts? If it, too
derives from intercourse, how will it beget anything different from beasts? So, therefore, you are
babes until you become perfect."
The perfection of the Soul; even in an imperfect and decaying body is of the nature of this
instruction.
And Thomas answered, "Therefore I say to you, lord, that those who speak about things that are
invisible and difficult to explain are like those who shoot their arrows at a target at night. To be
sure, they shoot their arrows as anyone would - since they shoot at the target - but it is not
visible. Yet when the light comes forth and hides the darkness, then the work of each will appear.
And you, our light, enlighten, O lord."
Jesus said, "It is in light that light exists."
Thomas, spoke, saying, "Lord, why does this visible light that shines on behalf of men rise and
set?"
There seems no mistaking this for anything else but connecting the light of the Soul with the light of the
physical and material Sun. It’s distinction from other bodies (such as the beasts) is that it is not animal or
birthed through intercourse.

The savior said, "O blessed Thomas, of course this visible light shines on your behalf - not in
order that you remain here, but rather that you might come forth - and whenever all the elect
abandon bestiality, then this light will withdraw up to its essence, and its essence will welcome
it, since it is a good servant."
The Soul as a body of light is composed of an identical light to the Sun, which also is somehow a measure
of its perfection. Perhaps we can speculate that the electromagnetic light of the body, when itself
extending beyond the skin, meets up with the aethyric particles of light from the Sun. This Soul can then
be ‘brought forth’ from the body, which itself would be an instruction for what today is called astral
projection. Indeed, the first work of any practicing Mage is the development of the body of light.

Then the savior continued and said, "O unsearchable love of the light! O bitterness of the fire
that blazes in the bodies of men and in their marrow, kindling in them night and day, and burning

the limbs of men and making their minds become drunk and their souls become deranged [...]
them within males and females [...] night and moving them, [...] secretly and visibly. For the
males move [...] upon the females and the females upon the males. Therefore it is said,
"Everyone who seeks the truth from true wisdom will make himself wings so as to fly, fleeing
the lust that scorches the spirits of men." And he will make himself wings to flee every visible
spirit."
Here again, we have an obvious teaching of the Yellow School of Magick2 and its nihilistic disdain for
things ‘as they are.’ Though the verse is certainly righteous in referencing those obsessed by their
sensuality without regard for their spirituality. The White School of Magick is an integral school that
teaches evolution by the separation and recombining of Soul with the body and Soul with the Spirit. So
therefore, as Spirit, Babalon is astride the Beast and the sensuous passions are disciplined to serve
spiritual ends.

And Thomas answered, saying, "Lord, this is exactly what I am asking you about, since I have
understood that you are the one who is beneficial to us, as you say."
Again the savior answered and said, "Therefore it is necessary for us to speak to you, since this is
the doctrine of the perfect. If, now, you desire to become perfect, you shall observe these things;
if not, your name is 'Ignorant', since it is impossible for an intelligent man to dwell with a fool,
for the intelligent man is perfect in all wisdom. To the fool, however, the good and bad are the
same - indeed the wise man will be nourished by the truth and (Ps. 1:3) "will be like a tree
growing by the meandering stream" - seeing that there are some who, although having wings,
rush upon the visible things, things that are far from the truth. For that which guides them, the
fire, will give them an illusion of truth, and will shine on them with a perishable beauty, and it
will imprison them in a dark sweetness and captivate them with fragrant pleasure. And it will
blind them with insatiable lust and burn their souls and become for them like a stake stuck in
their heart which they can never dislodge. And like a bit in the mouth, it leads them according to
its own desire. And it has fettered them with its chains and bound all their limbs with the
bitterness of the bondage of lust for those visible things that will decay and change and swerve
by impulse. They have always been attracted downwards; as they are killed, they are assimilated
to all the beasts of the perishable realm."
This reads like a formula for involution; even invocation. If we take this fire in an alchemical context, we
have a transformative process by which Spirit becomes manifest in matter.

Thomas answered and said, "It is obvious and has been said, 'Many are [...] those who do not
know [...] soul.'"
And the savior answered, saying, "Blessed is the wise man who sought after the truth, and when
he found it, he rested upon it forever and was unafraid of those who wanted to disturb him."
Thomas answered and said, "It is beneficial for us, lord, to rest among our own?"
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The savior said, "Yes, it is useful. And it is good for you, since things visible among men will
dissolve - for the vessel of their flesh will dissolve, and when it is brought to naught it will come
to be among visible things, among things that are seen. And then the fire which they see gives
them pain on account of love for the faith they formerly possessed. They will be gathered back to
that which is visible. Moreover, those who have sight among things that are not visible, without
the first love they will perish in the concern for this life and the scorching of the fire. Only a little
while longer, and that which is visible will dissolve; then shapeless shades will emerge, and in
the midst of tombs they will forever dwell upon the corpses in pain and corruption of soul."
The above reads almost as a formula for reincarnation. But really, it is a warning against the dissolution
of the Soul.3 If one remains attached firmly to the passions of the Beast but holds disdain for the Spirit,
the Soul will not congeal and will dissolve as the elements of the material body will dissolve. And even
for those that can contemplate the Spirit, some do not possess the “first love,” which seems open for
debate as to what it is…but these in this position end up with a sentimentality for the human community
and can’t stand as individuals. And so we might surmise that the “first love” is the love of self…knowing
thyself and not being a part of the herd consciousness.

Thomas answered and said, "What have we to say in the face of these things? What shall we say
to blind men? What doctrine should we express to these miserable mortals who say, "We came to
do good and not curse," and yet claim, "Had we not been begotten in the flesh, we would not
have known iniquity"?"
The savior said, "Truly, as for those, do not esteem them as men, but regard them as beasts, for
just as beasts devour one another, so also men of this sort devour one another. On the contrary,
they are deprived of the kingdom since they love the sweetness of the fire and are servants of
death and rush to the works of corruption. They fulfill the lust of their fathers. They will be
thrown down to the abyss and be afflicted by the torment of the bitterness of their evil nature.
For they will be scourged so as to make them rush backwards, whither they do not know, and
they will recede from their limbs not patiently, but with despair. And they rejoice over [...]
madness and derangement [...] They pursue this derangement without realizing their madness,
thinking that they are wise. They [...] their body [...] Their mind is directed to their own selves,
for their thought is occupied with their deeds. But it is the fire that will burn them."
These men referred to in the above are those obsessed with the material and can’t contemplate the
spiritual. They do not see the work of the fire that is transformative and they do not perfect their Souls in
this life. The fire then that they meet is that force that will disperse the Soul upon death; that very same
aethyric fire that connects the Sun and Soul as we have mentioned in our comments above.

And Thomas answered and said, "Lord, what will the one thrown down to them do? For I am
most anxious about them; many are those who fight them."
The savior answered and said, "What is your own opinion?"
Judas - the one called Thomas - said, "It is you, lord, whom it befits to speak, and me to listen."
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The savior replied, "Listen to what I am going to tell you and believe in the truth. That which
sows and that which is sown will dissolve in the fire - within the fire and the water - and they
will hide in tombs of darkness. And after a long time they shall show forth the fruit of the evil
trees, being punished, being slain in the mouth of beasts and men at the instigation of the rains
and winds and air and the light that shines above."
The elements of these dissolute Souls becomes weighty and heavy4 returning to the inert elements of
matter (tombs of darkness) becoming the dirt on the ground, the plants in the field and food for the
beasts. The Spirit may be immortal, but it is undifferentiated consciousness (BABALON-Spirit) and it is
only the transformation of the BEAST that the Soul congeal by the body’s mating with the Spirit.

Thomas replied, "You have certainly persuaded us, lord. We realize in our heart, and it is
obvious, that this is so, and that your word is sufficient. But these words that you speak to us are
ridiculous and contemptible to the world since they are misunderstood. So how can we go preach
them, since we are not esteemed in the world?"
The savior answered and said, "Truly I tell you that he who will listen to your word and turn
away his face or sneer at it or smirk at these things, truly I tell you that he will be handed over to
the ruler above who rules over all the powers as their king, and he will turn that one around and
cast him from heaven down to the abyss, and he will be imprisoned in a narrow dark place.
Moreover, he can neither turn nor move on account of the great depth of Tartaros and the heavy
bitterness of Hades that is steadfast [...] them to it [...] they will not forgive [...] pursue you. They
will hand [...] over to [...] angel Tartarouchos [...] fire pursuing them [...] fiery scourges that cast
a shower of sparks into the face of the one who is pursued. If he flees westward, he finds the fire.
If he turns southward, he finds it there as well. If he turns northward, the threat of seething fire
meets him again. Nor does he find the way to the east so as to flee there and be saved, for he did
not find it in the day he was in the body, so that he might find it in the day of judgment."
The “day of judgment” is then the death of the physical body and its subsequent putrefaction (to use an
alchemical term). The congealed Soul dealt with this in the living body and is perfected; not so with the
sensualist or ‘nationalist’ (per the Gospel of Philip). The abyss of Tartaros is then matter itself as even
Malkuth; hanging pendant from the rest of the Tree-of-Life. This is not altogether different from the
Starry Gnosis with Draco spitting the sensual souls back to earth and the enlightened souls becomes stars
of the night sky.

Then the savior continued, saying, "Woe to you, godless ones, who have no hope, who rely on
things that will not happen!
"Woe to you who hope in the flesh and in the prison that will perish! How long will you be
oblivious? And how long will you suppose that the imperishables will perish too? Your hope is
set upon the world, and your god is this life! You are corrupting your souls!
"Woe to you within the fire that burns in you, for it is insatiable!
"Woe to you because of the wheel that turns in your minds!
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"Woe to you within the grip of the burning that is in you, for it will devour your flesh openly and
rend your souls secretly, and prepare you for your companions!
"Woe to you, captives, for you are bound in caverns! You laugh! In mad laughter you rejoice!
You neither realize your perdition, nor do you reflect on your circumstances, nor have you
understood that you dwell in darkness and death! On the contrary, you are drunk with the fire
and full of bitterness. Your mind is deranged on account of the burning that is in you, and sweet
to you are the poison and the blows of your enemies! And the darkness rose for you like the
light, for you surrendered your freedom for servitude! You darkened your hearts and surrendered
your thoughts to folly, and you filled your thoughts with the smoke of the fire that is in you! And
your light has hidden in the cloud of [...] and the garment that is put upon you, you [...]. And you
were seized by the hope that does not exist. And whom is it you have believed? Do you not know
that you all dwell among those who that [...] you as though you [...]. You baptized your souls in
the water of darkness ! You walked by your own whims!
"Woe to you who dwell in error, heedless that the light of the sun which judges and looks down
upon the all will circle around all things so as to enslave the enemies. You do not even notice the
moon, how by night and day it looks down, looking at the bodies of your slaughters!
"Woe to you who love intimacy with womankind and polluted intercourse with them! Woe to
you in the grip of the powers of your body, for they will afflict you! Woe to you in the grip of the
forces of the evil demons! Woe to you who beguile your limbs with fire! Who is it that will rain
a refreshing dew on you to extinguish the mass of fire from you along with your burning? Who is
it that will cause the sun to shine upon you to disperse the darkness in you and hide the darkness
and polluted water?
"The sun and the moon will give a fragrance to you together with the air and the spirit and the
earth and the water. For if the sun does not shine upon these bodies, they will wither and perish
just like weeds or grass. If the sun shines on them, they prevail and choke the grapevine; but if
the grapevine prevails and shades those weeds and all the other brush growing alongside, and
spreads and flourishes, it alone inherits the land in which it grows; and every place it has shaded
it dominates. And when it grows up, it dominates all the land and is bountiful for its master, and
it pleases him even more, for he would have suffered great pains on account of these plants until
he uprooted them. But the grapevine alone removed them and choked them, and they died and
became like the soil."
Then Jesus continued and said to them, "Woe to you, for you did not receive the doctrine, and
those who are [...] will labor at preaching [...]. And you are rushing into [...] will send them down
[...] you kill them daily in order that they might rise from death.
All these woes are but descriptions of the Scarlet Woman toying with old sweetnesses. In this, the
sensual passions are obsessively pursued in a blind, sleeping manner; subject to the unconscious whims
of a body not dominated by the civilizing force of the mind. The Scarlet Woman being a manifestation of
Babalon, she is then representative of the spirit in each of us. We must cultivate the Spirit in our material
existence.

"Blessed are you who have prior knowledge of the stumbling blocks and who flee alien things.
"Blessed are you who are reviled and not esteemed on account of the love their lord has for them.
LXV:I.21 O the filthy one! the dog! they cry against thee. Because thou art my beloved.
LXV:I.22 Happy are they that praise thee; for they see thee with Mine eyes.

"Blessed are you who weep and are oppressed by those without hope, for you will be released
from every bondage.
"Watch and pray that you not come to be in the flesh, but rather that you come forth from the
bondage of the bitterness of this life. And as you pray, you will find rest, for you have left behind
the suffering and the disgrace. For when you come forth from the sufferings and passions of the
body, you will receive rest from the good one, and you will reign with the king, you joined with
him and he with you, from now on, for ever and ever, Amen."
The Book of Thomas The Contender Writing To the Perfect
Remember me also, my brethren, in your prayers:
Peace to the saints and those who are spiritual.
Translated by John D. Turner

